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Einhell 18V 5-8Ah Multi-Ah PXC Plus, Battery

Einhell 5 8ah
Multi 

Einhell 18V 5-8Ah Multi-Ah PXC Plus, Battery 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax R 2833.85
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price R 2833.85

Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerEinhell 

Description

Universal usability for all Power X-Change rechargeable devices:
Saving money, protecting the environment, and flexibility MULTI-Ah technology:
8Ah pack for max. charge level or
5Ah pack to protect the battery for 3x longer total lifetime
Charge level indicated precisely as % on the digital display
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Latest cells deliver 100 % more power for maximum performance
PLUS-technology: extra power for intensive operation
The ABS process-controlled battery management system stands for max. safety,
optimum performance,
operating time + lifetime
Freedom of cordless operation:
No tangled cables and free working
High-quality Li-Ion cells means no memory effect,
low self-discharge and high,
constant power
Impact protection and good grip thanks to rubber-coated housing
Trough handle for easy removal
Housing protected against dust, corrosion and mechanical damage
Suitable for TWIN-PACK use in power demanding 36V applications

Article description 
The Einhell 18V 5-8 Ah Multi-Ah PXC PLUS is a member of the multifunctional and completely interchangeable Power X-Change rechargeable battery
system from Einhell. The Power X-Change rechargeable batteries can be used universally for supplying power and endurance to every cordless tool from
the entire garden and workshop product family. The advantages to the customer are obvious: A single rechargeable battery and a single charger for all
tools not only saves significant costs of buying, universal use also helps protect the environment and provides flexibility in the home and garden too. It also
eliminates the untidiness and chaos of having different rechargeable batteries and chargers for each separate tool. Thanks to MULTI-Ah technology, both 8
Ah pack for maximum running time or 5 Ah pack which places less stress on the battery for up to three times the service life can be used for operation. The
latest generation of lithium-ion cells deliver 100% more power for maximum power in every application. What is more, the PLUS technology stands for extra
power for energy-intensive jobs. In addition, the high-quality rechargeable battery resists the memory effect and the self-discharging normally associated
with batteries, to deliver constant high power. The 18 V 5-8 Ah Multi-Ah Power X-Change PLUS is a high-end rechargeable battery from the Power X-
Change family and is also suitable for TWIN-PACK use for 36 V applications. The ABS process-controlled active battery management system has a
microprocessor for permanently monitoring the battery parameters. It therefore ensures maximum safety, optimum tool performance, maximum operating
time and a maximum service lifetime. The exact, current charge level can be checked on a digital display. The housing is designed to be resistant to dust,
corrosion and mechanical influences. The rubber coating provides high impact protection for the battery along with a good grip. There is a trough handle to
enable it to be removed from each tool with ease. 
Technical details 

Voltage 18 V
Battery capacity 8000 mAh
Max. power 1350 W
Amount of batteries 1 Pieces
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